Competition between halogen, dihalogen and hydrogen bonds in bromo- and iodomethanol dimers.
O-H...X and O-H...O H-bonds as well as C-X...X dihalogen and C-X...O halogen bonds have been investigated in halomethanol dimers (bromomethanol dimer, iodomethanol dimer, difluorobromomethanol…bromomethanol complex and difluoroiodomethanol…iodomethanol complex). Structures of all complexes were optimized at the counterpoise-corrected MP2/cc-pVTZ level and single-point energies were calculated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Energy decomposition for the bromomethanol dimer complex was performed using the DFT-SAPT method based on the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. OH...O and OH...X H-bonds are systematically the strongest in all complexes investigated, with the former being the strongest bond. Halogen and dihalogen bonds, being of comparable strength, are weaker than both H-bonds but are still significant. The strongest bonds were found in the difluoroiodomethanol…iodomethanol complex, where the O-H...O H-bond exceeds 7 kcal mol(-1), and the halogen and dihalogen bonds exceed 2.5 and 2.3 kcal mol(-1), respectively. Electrostatic energy is dominant for H-bonded structures, in halogen bonded structures electrostatic and dispersion energies are comparable, and, finally, for dihalogen structures the dispersion energy is clearly dominant.